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    Three 
  centuries of
     bold and 
      creative
  glassmaking 
 in the forests 
     of Southern
   Sweden.
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KostaBoda 
has created glass 

since 1742
With a focus on modern lifestyle products and inspiring art, 

Kosta Boda creates glass that makes a difference. 

Sure thing, it’s just glass, but at the same time 

it’s so much more.
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At Kosta Boda, we have worked with glass for almost 
300 years, during which we’ve developed a deep un-
derstanding and love for the material. We work with 
design, interior design, lifestyle and art, and strive to 
create products that are bold and progressive, while 
still being easily accessible.

We want our collections to be a choice today as well 
as tomorrow, and we want our assortment of products 
to add inspiration and beauty in everyday life. We pro-
duce well-designed products that fill homes and lives 
with a foundation to enjoy meals, drinks and socializ-
ing, and we contribute to building environments where 
people want to live and create memories together.

Kosta Boda is not just about what we do, but about 
who we are. Courage, determination and collaboration 
have been characteristic for both the company and 
our staff since the start in 1742. Other qualities that 
have taken us to where we are today are perseverance, 
craftsmanship, ingenuity and artistic flair - and all this 
has made our glass creative, inspiring and bold. Our vi-
sion is to be a progressive and curious Swedish brand 
with integrity that interprets contemporary urban life.

Our passion for what we do is great and spans a variety 
of areas, divided between Kosta Boda Collection and 
Kosta Boda Art Glass.

KOSTA BODA COLLECTION
Kosta Boda Collection steers towards lifestyle, with 

commercial expressions that capture the spirit of 
the times. Well-designed and functional products in 
a well-coordinated assortment with high integrity. 
Pleasant and easily accessible. 

Complementary materials can be used, but always 
with the main focus set on glass. We look back to move 
forward, with our starting point in the history of the dif-
ferent glassworks and designers such as Signe Pers-
son-Melin and Erik Höglund, amongst others. To this 
we add creation in the present and the future. Our col-
lections aim to reflect and promote a modern lifestyle, 
with a focus on everyday life. When we say everyday, 
we mean everything from life around the dining table 
and interior design, to creating memories in everyday 
festivities. Isn’t that some good food for thought? The 
products draw inspiration from phenomena such as 
fashion, music and art and can have many different 
functions depending on the context and company.

KOSTA BODA ART GLASS
With Kosta Boda Art Glass we reach out to the world, 
at the same time as we bring the world home to Kosta. 
Our most famous artists participate in the creation, 
as well as new designers and artists. The collections 
range from ”Artist Collection” - which is art for a wider 
audience - to completely unique objects and special 
editions. With the endless possibilities of glass in fo-
cus, art is created from a base of creativity, knowledge 
and courage, in combination with the love for glass as 
a material.
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Click here to hear Felix talk about dreaming big and the colaboration between Salong Betong and Kosta Boda.

NOTHING IS
IMPOSSIBLE
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https://vimeo.com/703596796


The love for ink is the heart of our tattoo shop.
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Salong Betong was born from ink, music, creative 
fireworks and community. Far beyond what many of 
us know as a tattoo studio, Salong Betong is a place 
for makers and doers, driven by passion, curiosity 
and a neverending lust for life. The love for ink is at the 
heart of what they do, but the list of creative ventures 
that goes beyond tattoos is long and continuously 
expanding. From launching sneakers and fashion 
items to making logos and posters for music artists. 
From graffiti paintings to their own television series 
and social projects with youth.

“When Salong Betong started, we wanted to 
revolutionize the Swedish tattoo scene. We had 
different inspirations and style influences. While the 
tattoo world at the time was largely known for its 
colourful designs, bold lines, bikers and rock ‘n roll, 
we specialized in the black and grey tattoo style, with 
lettering, fine lines and realism. We’re connected to 
the world of hiphop. Instead of with skulls and rock 
memorabilia decorated walls full of tattoo examples, 
we went for clean, minimal and bold. But most 
importantly: beside our love for tattooing, we love to 
do many things. Fashion has been with us from the 
start, as well as graphic arts and expanding ourselves 
in the digital world.”

Over the years, Salong Betong has built an impressive 
ecosystem of expressions, resulting in much 
appreciated design collaborations with Reebok,  
Johan Nyström, Unicef, Bea Szenfeld and Swedish 
Match. And now, the collaboration with Kosta Boda  
is a fact. Four different glasses with bold graphic 
designs have come into life. The project is inspired 

by fashion collaborations, but then applied to a new 
material: glass.

“The more things you are interested in, the more 
interesting life becomes. You feel passion for life. Arts, 
fashion, cars, porcelain. When you are at a restaurant 
and the cutlery is beautiful, you feel that attention 
has been paid to the details. When you get the unique 
possibility to do something with your passions, you 
should go for it. Making a glass is something we’ve 
been wanting to do. We really wanted to make a Kosta 
Boda glass designed by Salong Betong. Not the other 
way around. Kosta Boda is such a cool brand. That’s 
why we wanted the glass to shout, for the brand to be 
all over it. Like graffiti on a subway. We love playing with 
graphic and logos, and it was an honour to play around 
with such an established brand logo and have fun with 
it.”

What the future will bring is unknown, but the key for 
Salong Betong, as well as their message, is to have the 
courage to dream big. No matter your background 
or where you come from, you can do great things. 
And who knows, what’s next on Salong Betong’s 
path: designing urban spaces, animation or creative 
ventures in the metaverse: “Virtual reality is impossibly 
cool. You can make paintings and sculptures in 3D with 
neon or fire. You can walk through it and see it from 
different angles. The best things about doing different 
projects, is that it’s like rings on the water. We do 
something, that brings us to something, that brings us 
to the next thing.”

The sky is the limit.

”We love playing with graphic and logos, 
and it was an honour to play around with such 

an established brand logo and have fun with it.”
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ÅSA JUNGNELIUS
Her approach towards glass as 

an expressive material
As a designer, Åsa Jungnelius’ work is a 
reflection of her art, which is powered 
by questions and issues that she finds 
interesting. When she designs, she takes 
pieces of her artistry and makes it available 
to a wider audience - an example is the 
collection Make Up. 

The collection contains miniature versions 
of Make Up connected to the art installation 
“Your hair is beautiful” (Vad fin du är i håret) 
which Åsa Jungnelius created as part of 
her graduation project at University of Arts, 
Crafts and Design (Konstfack). 

“The attributes of this project is an 
exploration of how we become who we 
want to be. The miniature lipsticks and 
nail polishes expanded quickly, a bit like a 
postcard of an oil painting”, she says. 





A feministic approach
The entrance to her work, the gate, the opening, 
takes a feministic approach. Vongole for example 
has a connection to art history, but also a connection 
to feminism and it can be seen as a development  
of “Snippan”. 

“I see the shell or clam as an obvious power symbol - 
it’s open and self-determined.” 

During her teenage years, Åsa Jungnelius had to (was 
looking for?) find a way to express her inner self. She 
stumbled upon the material glass by a coincidence 
when an encounter told her all about the school of 
crafts in Orrefors. She found freedom and a calmness 
in the temper of the material, along with beauty. 

“Glass is seductive in its natural state. If you take a mass 
of the material and throw it on the floor many will find it 
beautiful, but in reality, it’s only a mass of junk. I often 
use glass to express the seductive in a problematic 
way. This is to lure in your desires as a human being, to 
take stand in various issues”, she explains. 

Elements of nature
Åsa Jungnelius’ latest design object for Kosta Boda is 
Crackle. A collection of vases and a bowl, mouth blown 
in Kosta and created from the elements of nature.
“Crackle is created from an exploration of shapes, 
how different materials can meet where earth, water, 
and fire cross path, so to speak. Crackle is a result of 
a combination of these tempers where, almost all my 
pieces, (this sounds a bit confusing to me, not sure 
what she means! What are the pieces she refers to, 
Crackle or generally?) are mouthblown in clay molds. 
I like to create these voids and then set a shape based 
on the form. The collection also has a crackled surface 
which breaks the light of day beautifully.” 

Åsa has worked with Kosta Boda since 2007, and today 
she’s also a lecturer at the University of Arts, Crafts and 
Design (Konstfack). She has previously initiated and 
run Residence-In-Nature, WeWorkInAFragileMaterial 
and LASTSTUDIO. One of her larger works includes the 
design Snäckan (The Seashell), which in a tribute to 
motherhood will embrace the upcoming metro station 
Hagaplan in Stockholm. Over the years, she has 
received a number of awards - for example, she’s been 
named Designer of the Year in Sweden by both FORM 
AWARD and EDIDA (Elle Decoration International 
Design Award), she’s a two-time winner of the Elle 
Decoration Swedish Design Award, and has received 
both the Form Award and the Bukowski Born Classic 
for her designs.
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Click here to see Åsa Jungnelius Design Story about her inspiration, working with glass and her view on beauty. 
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https://vimeo.com/609882397
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Feeling friendly, but rebellious? That’s so radical. Just like life when Kosta Boda’s Picnic was first launched in 1967. Picnic 
was launched during a time when people felt contempt towards the bourgeois demand for large sets of tableware. Why 
have a bunch of different pieces when you can drink straight from the bottle or from simple glasses? And that’s when 
Picnic came to be, in its mouth blown yet simple glory. Back to basics!

With Picnic, there are no limits and it’s the inside that counts. The stout stem of the glasses holds liquid all the way to the 
bottom, which allows the color of the drink to set the tone of the day. Make life colorful! How about some green juice on a 
Saturday or sparkling rosé on a Tuesday? You know, life’s a party - do it your way.

Picnic from Kosta Boda consists of glasses in two different sizes, and a carafe with a cork lid.

7082100
Picnic carafe with cork lid
Clear
H 265 mm B 108 mm
157 cl

7092101
Picnic large glass
Clear
H 160 mm B 90 mm
48 cl
2-pack

7092100
Picnic smal glass
Clear
H 136 mm B 77 mm
32 cl
2-pack

Picnic
Bertil Vallien
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Sugar Dandy from Kosta Boda is all about breaking traditional rules and etiquette, in exchange for encouragement to 
be unique. Dare to be creative and colorful! Be yourself, express yourself and show your individuality - add that personal 
touch to your home that makes it… you. 

This collection consists of oversized coupe glasses with a dash of color that makes it easy to create unique table settings 
with a dandy feeling. And who said size doesn’t matter? No one wants a small glass of champagne! The bigger the glass, 
the more drink will fit no matter whether it’s water or bubbles. It also takes a little concentration to drink then, which 
gives your drink the attention it deserves. Or why not break the rules completely and serve some dessert from a glass? 
It’s all up to you, sweetie. The collection launched in 2010.

7092005
Sugar Dandy coupe
Green
H 125 mm B 140 mm
32 cl

7092006
Sugar Dandy coupe
Blue
H 125 mm B 140 mm
32 cl

7092007
Sugar Dandy coupe
Pink
H 125 mm B 140 mm
32 cl

Sugar Dandy
Åsa Jungnelius
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Viva
Matti Klenell
Viva from Kosta Boda brings old traditions into the modern lifestyle. The collection’s soft design is inspired by the 
romantic echo from the glassworks’ rich history and the traditions and craftsmanship of glassmaking. It’s a love story 
where opposites attract and together create something new that makes the modern table come alive and bring people 
together. Life is awesome, and Viva encourages people to be awesome together.

Viva from Kosta Boda consists of glasses in three different sizes and a carafe with a small glass that works both to drink 
from, as well as a lid to the carafe. The collection launched in 2020.

7092002
Viva glass
Clear
H 90 mm B 76 mm
20 cl
2-pack

7082006
Viva carafe with small glass
Clear
H 230 mm B 102 mm
90 cl

7092003
Viva glass
Clear
H 165 mm B 73 mm
25 cl 
2-pack

7092004
Viva glass
Clear
H 142 mm B 92 mm
35 cl
2-pack
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Interior design

Products
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Don’t be fooled into thinking a cracked glass is something broken - with Crackle it’s the whole point! Imperfections 
create something unique. This collection celebrates cracks, caught in glass like a moment frozen in time.

Crackle from Kosta Boda, launched in 2020, is a collection of vases and a bowl, mouth blown in Kosta and created from 
the elements of nature. The shape is carved in clay by hand, and the crackled surface is formed with an old technique 
where the hot glass is placed in cold water. The result is sculptural pieces reminiscent of frozen ice, also available in a 
pale pink version. The crackled surface will catch the light from the crack of dawn until sunset, telling the story of fire, 
earth and water - and stories make life interesting and fun. So what’s your story? Don’t let it fall between the cracks.

7042113
Crackle vase
Pink
H 270 mm B 205 mm

7042116
Crackle vase
Pink
H 175 mm B 220 mm

7052101
Crackle bowl
Pink
H 105 mm B 250 mm

Crackle
Åsa Jungnelius
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7091020
My Wide Life Gabba Gabba Hey
Black
H 305 mm B 205 mm

Gabba Gabba Hey
Ludvig Löfgren
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Nature, light and ice can be really fascinating. It was out of the love for these elements Polar was born. The collection 
consists of several glass sculptures reminiscent of rippling water during a moment frozen in time. Doubling as candle 
holders, the depths of the clear glass becomes a carrier of light, which allows the sculpture and the play of light to create 
a work of art that feels alive. Polar from Kosta Boda invites to combine several pieces of different sizes to create a playful 
group, as well as keeping a single piece as an exclusive design object in an art-loving home. Or as a unique gift, from 
Sweden to the Sydney Opera house for example (true story).

Polar from Kosta Boda consists of candle holders in several different sizes and colors. The collection was first launched 
in 1974.

7062110
Polar votive
White
H 190 mm B 160 mm

7062111
Polar votive
White
H 200 mm B 200 mm

7062006
Polar votive
Black
H 330 mm B 330 mm

7062112
Polar votive
White
H 330 mm B 280 mm

7062113
Polar votive
Black
H 200 mm B 200 mm

7062114
Polar votive
Black
H 190 mm B 160 mm

Polar
Göran Wärff
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Discover more about us,
our products and our history

on kostaboda.com



Orrefors Kosta Boda AB 

Stora vägen 96, SE-365 43 Kosta, Sweden

Tel: +46 478 345 50

order@kostaboda.com 

www.kostaboda.com
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